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1: LATINA Style Inc. | Empowering Latinasâ€¦ One Woman at a Time
Not that long ago, Diversity & Inclusion was viewed as a sort of "icing on the cake" issue - companies knew that having a
team dedicated to these issues was a good thing to have, but not totally necessary to the bottom line.

Hispanic Magazine Archives Dates: The Hispanic Magazine Archives contains documents relating to the
production of each issue of the magazine. Within this collection are annotated drafts, page proofs, research
material, correspondence, press releases, press kits, newspaper clippings, photographs and machine-readable
diskettes. Materials are written in English Repository: The first issue appeared on newsstands in April There
had been other attempts to target the Hispanic community by other magazines but most of them folded.
Hispanic started out on a format modeled after People magazine. The magazine targets educated and upwardly
mobile Hispanics. Its founders believed that there was a wealth of information to be shared with the public
regarding the positive things with which Hispanics were involved. They also felt there were no good role
models for Hispanic youths. In addition, they wanted to do their part to change the way Hispanics were
viewed by the general public. Founders were fueled by the results of a then recent study, which found the best
known Hispanic in the US to be the cartoon character Speedy Gonzales. In Hispanic saw its circulation rise to
, Since then its readership has continued to increase and is expected to reach to , in Texas was chosen and in
the offices were relocated to Austin where they remained until when they relocated to Coral Gables, Florida.
Hispanic maintains sales offices in Washington D. Hispanic Magazine also owns and produces Vista
Magazine, a once-a-month newspaper insert that appears in several large newspapers in the US including the
San Antonio Express News. The material is arranged by issue beginning with November No files exist in
these archives for the April through October issues except for letters from September and October The files
are arranged following the tables of contents for each issue feature articles and departments followed by
proofs of the issue as a whole , with individual issues ranging in size from. The Editorial Files consist of
annotated drafts and page proofs, research material, correspondence, press releases, press kits, newspaper
clippings, photographs, and machine-readable diskettes. The research materials consist of newspaper
clippings, photocopies from other publications, and copies of other publications. The press releases and press
kits primarily promote products and travel destinations. Administrative Information Access Restrictions:
Hispanic Magazine owns copyright for all work created for the magazine, contact the SWWC for further
information or for assistance with permission to publish. Gift donated by Hispanic Magazine, Finding aid
revised by Maggie DeBrecht,
2: â€¢ Hispanic magazines - circulation | Statistic
Hispanic was an American English-language magazine of pop culture, fashion, and politics published by Televisa
Publishing. In , it was the largest English language lifestyle magazine in the U.S. Hispanic market.

3: Hispanic (magazine) - Wikipedia
Latina Magazine is a leading lifestyle magazine for modern Hispanic women. Written entirely in English, each issue
contains extensive coverage of Latin entertainment, fashion, beauty, and health. Written entirely in English, each issue
contains extensive coverage of Latin entertainment, fashion, beauty, and health.

4: Hispanic Magazine : The Wittliff Collections
The magazine has an audience of approximately 3 million and was named Best Magazine by Advertising Age in It
covers features, entertainment, music, food, lifestyle and fashion with a Latino.

5: LATINA Style Magazine | National Magazine for the Contemporary Hispanic Woman
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The latest Tweets from Latina Magazine (@Latina). Stay Connected to Your Culture. #IAmLatina. New York, NY.

6: Spanish Magazines | Revistas EspaÃ±olas
Latina Magazine, New York, NY. K likes. For the past 21 years, Latina has served as the authority to the acculturated
Latina. We speak to her.

7: Hispanic Business Magazine Announces Largest Hispanic-owned Companies
Latina Style Magazine dedicated to the needs and concerns of the contemporary Latina professional workingwoman and
the Latina business owner in the United States.

8: Atlanta Latino Magazine | Hispanic Marketing Group | Hispanic Magazine | Atlanta Latina Magazine
Private Diplomacy. During a time of heightened tensions between the United States and Mexico, Michael CamuÃ±ez
and Monarch Global Strategies help bring together the best that both countries have to offer.

9: Hispanic Lifestyle | Entertainment,Travel, Business,Community
Hispanic Lifestyle is excited to share with you our Latinas of Influence list. Our.
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